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Abstract

Protein moonlighting is the property of a number of proteins to have more than one function. However, the definition of moonlighting is somewhat imprecise with different interpretations of the phenomenon. True moonlighting occurs when an individual evolutionary protein domain has one well-accepted role and a secondary unrelated function.

The ‘function’ of a protein domain can be defined at different levels. For example, while the function of an antibody variable fragment (Fv) could be described as ‘binding’, a more detailed definition would also specify the molecule to which the Fv region binds. Using this detailed definition, antibodies as a family are consummate moonlighters. However, individual antibodies do not moonlight — the multiple functions they exhibit (first binding a molecule and second triggering the immune response) are encoded in different domains and, in any case, are related in the sense that they are both part of what an antibody needs to do. Nonetheless, antibodies provide interesting lessons on the ability of proteins to evolve binding functions. Remarkably-similar antibody sequences can bind completely different antigens, suggesting that evolving the ability to bind a protein can result from very subtle sequence changes.

1 Introduction

The traditional dogma of biology has been that DNA is copied into RNA which encodes a protein with a single function. Over the last 10–15 years, this dogma has been challenged in a number of ways. First, the importance of RNA as a functional molecule rather than simply a messenger and involved in protein synthesis has been revealed. Many types of non-coding RNA (ncRNA) have been identified including snoRNAs, miRNAs, siRNAs and snRNAs. In mammals, snoRNAs are involved in regulation of the ‘spliceosome’, a molecular machine which, like the ribosome, contains proteins and RNA, and performs RNA splicing. More importantly, many ncRNAs are involved in the regulation of many thousands of genes. Trans-acting ncRNAs such as micro-RNAs (miRNAs) regulate gene expression through partial complementary to mRNA molecules, generally down-regulating gene expression. Cis-acting ncRNAs and riboswitches are encoded within the untranslated regions of protein coding genes and can bind molecules that control the rate at which proteins are synthesized [1–4].
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Second, the frequency and importance of alternative splicing has been revealed. When the human genome project was completed, preliminary analysis suggested there were approximately 20,000 genes, far fewer than expected for an organism of our perceived complexity. Indeed that number is now believed to be an over-estimate as protein products cannot be identified for a number of the predicted genes. However, for approximately one third of genes, more than one protein is encoded — alternative splicing means that, on average, every gene encodes around three different proteins.

Third, more and more cases are being discovered where proteins ‘moonlight’. In other words, in addition to a primary well-known function, they have a secondary function generally unrelated to the primary function.

2 What do we mean by function?

Figure 1: The structure of a typical IgG antibody, PDB file 1igt rendered using QTree (http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/qtree/). The antibody consists of two identical heavy chains (shown in blue and yellow) and two identical light chains (shown in red). Attached carbohydrates are shown in green. The Fc (crystallizable fragment) forms the stem of the Y-shape and is responsible for the effector functions of the antibody such as binding to the Fcγ receptor or complement C1q, triggering the rest of the immune response. The two arms are known as antigen binding (Fab) fragments with the distal domains from light and heavy chains coming together to form the variable fragment (Fv) which is responsible for antigen binding. Within this, the actual antigen combining site consists of just six loops known as complementarity determining regions (CDRs) — three from the light chain and three from the heavy chain.

Before elaborating on the field of protein moonlighting, it is necessary to understand what we mean by function. This may appear to be a simple concept, but actually hides huge layers of complexity. For example, one might describe the function of a protein as being that it is an enzyme and therefore acts as a catalyst. A more detailed description of the function of that protein might be that it catalyzes a particular type of reaction — for example hydrolysis. Further levels of detail can be applied indicating the type of bond it acts upon and more details of the substrate specificity. This hierarchical classification is encoded in the ‘Enzyme Classification’ (EC) numbering system (http://www.chem.qmul.ac.uk/iubmb/enzyme/). The first level of this hierarchy describes the general type of reaction (1 - Oxidoreductases; 2 - Transferases; 3 - Hydrolases; 4 - Lyases; 5
Isomerases; 6 - Ligases) while three further levels of the hierarchy depend on the top level, but give more specific information. For example the EC number 3.4.11.4 describes hydrolases (EC 3) which act on peptide bonds (EC 3.4) cleaving off the N-terminal amino acid (EC 3.4.11) and are specific to tripeptides (EC 3.4.11.4).

Taking antibodies as another example, their overall function is to act as an ‘adapter plug’ between the huge variability of potential antigens (generally resulting from pathogens) and the constancy of the immune system. A typical IgG antibody is illustrated in Figure 1. Looking at the variable fragment (Fv) of the antibody, its function is to bind antigens, but more specifically, the function of a given antibody is to bind, with high affinity and specificity, to a particular antigen.

The categorization of function is further described by the Gene Ontology (GO, http://www.geneontology.org). GO defines three separate ontologies describing biological process (the role of this protein in the cell, tissue, organ or organism), cellular component (where the process happens) and molecular function (precisely what this protein is doing as part of that process).

Moonlighting is not trivial to define, and different people in the field use the term in different ways. A relatively well-accepted definition is that moonlighting occurs when a protein carries out two (or more) functions that are not merely different aspects of the same overall function. Stricter definitions could include multiple functions that have different EC numbers at the 3rd level of the hierarchy (differences at the 4th level — generally the specific substrate — would count as ‘catalytic promiscuity’ rather than true moonlighting), or that functions belong to different biological processes in GO.

![Figure 2: An example from the Superfamily Database in which a nucleotidyl transferase domain (shown in red) is seen in human proteins to be coupled with many other types of domain.](http://supfam.cs.bris.ac.uk/SUPERFAMILY/cgi-bin/allcombs.cgi?sf=81301)

### 3 Moonlighting and structure

So how does moonlighting relate to protein structure? Proteins consist of one or more domains. Figure 1 also illustrates this. The antibody heavy chains each have four structural domains while the light chains have two. Structural domains are generally compact self-contained folding units. However, domains can also be viewed as ‘units of inheritance’.
Two ‘secondary databanks’ (resources containing data derived from ‘primary’ data such as sequences and structures, typically grouping data into families) are available that classify protein domains. CATH [5] uses purely structural domains, while SCOP [6] contains evolutionary domains; i.e., regions of sequence that are seen always to be inherited as a unit. Thus a SCOP evolutionary domain can include one or more structural domains. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2 which is taken from Julian Gough’s Superfamily database. The figure shows occurrences of the nucleotidyl transferase domain — an evolutionary domain — in human proteins where it is partnered with several other domains including PAP/OAS1 binding domains, RNA-binding domains, zinc fingers, poly-A polymerase, DNA polymerase, PsbU/PoIX, BRCT domains and ubiquitin.

As Figure 2 illustrates, it is common for a domain having a given function (nucleotidyl transferase) to partner with multiple different domains having different functions, generally as a result of gene fusion events. Consequently these protein chains will have multiple functions (which may or may not be aspects of some overall function), but cannot be considered to be examples of true moonlighting. Thus another strict definition of true moonlighting would be to require that multiple functions occur within a SCOP evolutionary domain.

4 Lessons from antibodies

Given our definitions of moonlighting above, do antibodies moonlight? It should be clear that they do not. Yes an antibody has two distinct functions — it must bind to an antigen (a function mediated by the Fv region) and it must bind to other proteins of the immune system (including the Fcγ receptor and the complement C1q molecule) to trigger an immune response. However, these are clearly different aspects of the same overall ‘adapter plug’ function.

Homology is the simple concept that two proteins (or more strictly the segments of genes that encode evolutionary domains within those proteins) are descended from a common ancestor. Of course we can never go back in time to find out if two proteins have truly descended from a common ancestor, but a sequence identity of more than 40% over at least 100 amino acids is generally taken as indicative of homology. It is the case that structure is better conserved than sequence and consequently two proteins can diverge quite considerably in sequence while maintaining a conserved structure. It is also the case that homologous families of proteins generally have related functions. Thus having a conserved structure and a related function can also be used as an indicator of homology even when the signal available from the sequence information is too weak to be able to detect homology.

Since homologous proteins share related functions, one would expect the antibody Fv region in different antibodies (all of which easily pass the 40% over 100 amino acids threshold) to share a common function. Given our hierarchy of function, clearly Fv regions do indeed share the function of ‘binding’, but at a more detailed level the family (rather than an individual antibody) can be considered moonlighting because of the enormous range of antigens against which members of the family can bind. These antigens range from proteins and peptides through to carbohydrates, lipids and small organic molecules known as haptons [7, 8]. Consequently, if one considers the shifts in antibody sequence that are needed radically to change the nature of the antigen to which the antibody binds, one obtains a picture of the types of changes that may be needed to evolve a secondary moonlighting binding function in other proteins.

To examine this concept, ‘complete’ antibodies (i.e., those for which both the light and heavy chain sequences are known) were extracted from the last public release of the Kabat sequence databank [9] using KabatMan [10]. Only antibodies for which the antigen is known were selected and the antigen information together with the sequences of the six complementarity determining region (CDR) loops that form the antigen combining site were obtained. The three light chain CDRs were concatenated with an ‘X’ character used as a boundary between each CDR to form a ‘composite CDR sequence’; the three heavy chain
The lesson from these examples is clear: antibodies can radically change their specificity by making minimal changes in the CDRs and thus only small changes may be needed to introduce new specific and high affinity binding ability into proteins allowing them to...
5 Conclusions

A key problem in understanding moonlighting is defining what we really mean by a moonlighting protein. It is clear that there is a hierarchy of definitions with varying strictness and that this needs to be considered in the context of evolution and protein structure. In some cases, proteins change conformation in order to moonlight. For example, in the presence of low iron levels, aconitase, an enzyme of the tri-carboxylic acid cycle, loses its iron-sulphur cluster and the concomitant conformational change allows it to bind to iron response elements in mRNA encoding proteins related to iron import [18]. In many other cases however, there is no evidence of any need for structural change to allow the moonlighting function(s) to occur. The lesson from antibodies in such cases is that only small changes are needed to the sequence on the surface of a protein for novel binding interactions to be generated, but in general little is known about the structural biology behind moonlighting functions, or indeed whether there are any trends to be discovered.

In the third antibody example of D1.3 and AF10, one can of course also look at D1.3 itself and realize that its CDRs bind to both lysozyme and antibody E5.2. Could we consider this to be a true moonlighting function? Probably not. Moonlighting functions, to be considered truly functional, must be under selective pressure; in other words there must be a selective pressure to gain and maintain the moonlighting function. Thus binding alone is not enough to be considered a moonlighting function. Indeed it is a distinct disadvantage for host proteins to bind to invading pathogens. The ability of the host ICAM-1 protein to bind rhinovirus [19], or of CD4 to bind HIV [20], cannot be considered a moonlighting function. On the other hand, if the pathogen exploits an existing protein to act as an adhesin or a virulence factor in order to allow infection, that is a clear case of moonlighting.
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